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My dear brothers and sisters, 
 
I have been listening for hours to video and audio recordings of speeches by Rev. 

Chung and am well familiar with the spirit he is spreading in our Movement – which led for 
example to the fact that he did not see any happy Blessed family because he is unable to 
convey a Heavenly spirit which brings joy to people’s hearts. 

 
To the contrary he has been spreading the rule of evil spirits which has caused many 

members to leave or to behave in strange ways, following his example of living a completely 
unprincipled life. He is not able to express True Love and peace but influences our members 
in a negative way so that in the long run there is more destruction than building something 
positive. 

 
As National Messiah I am responsible for what fellow National Messiahs are doing 

and therefore I am speaking out strongly against the evil which has become manifested in 
many places where our members are active, especially on the Northeast continent where the 
spirit of communism is fully present in our Movement. 

 
FoxNews.com reported recently about a staggering 100,000 Christians being killed 

annually because of their faith, according to the Vatican. Several human rights groups claim 
such anti-Christian violence is on the rise in countries like Pakistan, Nigeria and Egypt. Two-
hundred million Christians currently live under persecution.  

 
We know of this most sad reality of religiously motivated killing but how many of us 

are aware that the very same is going on in our midst. When Einari and I are thrown out of 
the Peace Embassy in Latvia or not allowed to attend Sunday Service in Lithuania then such 
an attitude represents nothing less than religiously motivated persecution throwing out one’s 
own brothers, never to be allowed to return again.  

 
Jane Zimmerman, the U.S. State Department's Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, 

said in a statement that: “The United States firmly supports the freedom to profess and 
practice one‟s faith, to believe or not to believe, and to change one‟s beliefs. As Secretary 
Kerry said on May 20, religious freedom „is a birthright of every human being.‟” 

 
That church leaders and even regional directors of our Movement do not respect this 

basic human right of religious freedom and even refuse to grant it to fellow Unificationists 
shows how incredibly low these individuals have fallen into the realm of being under the 
dominion of Satan who does not recognize the dignity of God’s children. 

 
What does it mean when a Tribal and National Messiah who are fully dedicated to 

invest into the mission entrusted to them are forbidden to ask fellow Unificationists to give 
their testimony about True Love, and when they are not allowed to enter church centres or 
are thrown out from our church property, forbidden to ever return to what is considered to 
belong to the public?  

 
That reality proves that satanic forces have taken over the hearts of leaders who give 

such directions because they are diametrically opposite to the way of Heaven which is 
always striving to embrace – even the worst enemy. 

 
In the given case, Einari and I are not an enemy of our Movement in any way but 

dedicated that all Unificationists may fulfill their God-given task to contribute to achieving 
Salvation through Love for all of God’s children. That we are treated in such a way proves 
where the leaders and members of our Movement stand who support such directions – on 
Satan’s side. 

 



These are very clear facts which are confirmed in Heaven and on earth. The struggle 
between good and evil continues and time will definitely show very clearly who is standing on 
which side in that serious struggle for the right tradition to be established here on this earth. 

 
Lucifer used his knowledge in order to tempt and to dominate Adam and Eve, and 

ultimately all humankind. The Messiah comes in order to reveal the identity of Satan and to 
liberate God and man from the bondage of evil and sin. 

 
Jesus could not accomplish this task because he was killed. Father was victorious on 

a personal level and could lead Lucifer into repentance and voluntary submission, but even 
True Father had to leave this earth without having fulfilled the mission of the Messiah to build 
an ideal family which can expand into the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. 

 
On an individual level Father fulfilled his task but he could not establish Cheon Il Guk 

substantially and therefore he could not celebrate Foundation Day. There was not enough 
basis which would allow him to do so because he was betrayed by his own disciples, whom 
he judged severely at the beginning of his last year here on this earth on February 24, 2012. 

 
Because leaders and members of our Movement did not repent and change there 

was no more protection for the Lord of the Second Advent and he had to finish his life on the 
cross before moving on to the spirit world.  

 
After Father’s ascension there was no resurrection and Pentecost experience 

because the urgently needed repentance in the hearts of our worldwide membership did not 
manifest, preventing God’s Spirit from coming down to settle in the hearts of brothers and 
sisters so that we would become one loving family, united in heart. 

 
That reality opened the way for the evil forces to expand their realm of influence what 

is continuing through the leaders of our Movement who have firmly positioned themselves on 
Satan’s side, e.g. through opposing the expansion of the realm of True Love, refusing to let 
brothers and sisters know of the only place in the worldwide web which absolutely focuses 
on developing a Loving Heart and warning members not to give their testimony about 
experiences of True Love. 

 
Satan has been educating people on his side to establish his pseudo ideal just as 

God has been calling and raising up central figures to advance the realization of a truly loving 
world. The confrontation between these two sides has been happening on all levels as we 
know well from the Divine Principle. 

 
In the period of preparation for the victory of the Lord of the Second Advent it has 

been the First and Second World War and then the Cold War through which God has been 
trying to establish a victorious foundation on His side. Under the spiritual leadership of True 
Parents communism could be overcome on external levels but this ideology continues to be 
practiced in various versions in different countries. 

 
Satan has been clever enough to focus his efforts to establish world dominion not 

only through people on his side but also by infiltrating the hearts of people on God’s side 
which led to the reality that communists joined our Movement and tried to destroy it from 
within. In this respect the fallen Archangel has been rather successful until now. 

 
This is visible in so many ways when we look at the reality of how things developed 

over the years, whereby Father had called for the end of the leader-centred Movement 
already three decades ago but it remained firmly in place until today because Satan can only 
keep his rule if he can work through self-centred people who use the power which comes 
with positions of leadership to control the minds of people.  

 



The main goal of the fallen Archangel is to prevent God’s children from listening to 
their conscience and original mind. He has been very successful in this respect in our midst 
by indoctrinating members with the unprincipled concept that the leader is Abel whose 
directions must be followed. This heresy has prevailed in our church until today, costing the 
lives of countless brothers and sisters who have been spiritually killed by their leaders. 

 
Now in this advanced age of God’s providence the battle between good and evil has 

reached more and more sophisticated levels where the side of evil is cleverly using the 
methods developed by psychology in order to dominate people. This fact is most obviously 
manifested in the work of Rev. Chung who speaks so badly about those who work based on 
the insights gained by psychologists because they are the greatest threat for him. They are in 
a position to uncover his deceptive methods of dominating our members. 

 
Jin Pal Chung says about himself that he is a genius, what may be true in the respect 

how he has managed to get the members of our Movement in the country of Ukraine under 
his control and how he is now successfully expanding a false system in the Northeast region 
where his elder brother appointed him as bloc leader to be responsible for several nations. 

 
He is using psychological methods to influence our members by putting four choices 

in front of them and indirectly guiding them to make the choice he wants them to make: The 
options brothers and sisters have in the present situation are as follows: (1) to leave the 
church (2) to continue in the old ways (3) to become a Tribal Messiah (4) to follow the system 
which he established in the Ukraine and which he is expanding all over the continent. 

 
In order that members do not make the first choice (1) he tells them how bad the old 

world is with no hope for the future. That they will not cling to the traditional ways of our 
church (2) he tells them that starting from the 36 couples ‘everybody’ failed. To prevent them 
from doing Home Church and Tribal Messiah mission (3) he asked all members to leave their 
place and to move to the three main cities (4) to work there under his direct leadership. 

 
In this way he gains more and more control over our members in Russian and other 

countries of the Northeast region through the way of influencing them on the psychological 
level so that they may commit themselves to support the system he is advocating.  

 
Rev. Chung has no interest in the actual growth of our Movement or the spiritual 

wellbeing of our members but only to establish his reign. Therefore he tells everybody that 
only those are central Blessed families who become full-time member under him. 

 
In order to establish his rule he does not mind to sacrifice any foundation which 

brothers and sisters have established over the years, as it became manifested for example in 
the recent step to close the school for Blessed children in St. Petersburg which has been run 
successfully during the past 7 years. Because the building belongs to the church this 
valuable project could be stopped by falsely claiming that the rooms which are used in the 
morning time are needed for other purposes and saying that the 1000 dollars received as 
rent are not enough - even though True Mother had given money to some families in 
connection with Foundation Day in order for their children to be able to study in that school, 
what shows once again that certain leaders are not united with True Mother’s heart. 

 
It is really so difficult to see what is happening and to draw the right conclusions, 

making sure that God’s Will is being implemented and not the self-centred desire of leaders 
who are making unprincipled decisions? 

 
- continued in part (7) - 


